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Planning a wedding offers many beautiful opportunities that are just waiting to be discovered. To

help inspire couples and ignite a creative spark, The White Dress in Color is filled with photographs

that celebrate the creative spirit through beautiful bridal stories and innovative planning tips from

industry experts. Follow each tale as it unfolds in gorgeous on-location photography, and then go

behind the scenes where tips and ideas on color palette, textures, flowers, stationery, and, of

course, the dress, are revealed. From rustic barn settings to industrial loading docks to tropical

beaches, this journey covers thousands of wedding planning ideas in 200+ images and is an ideal

source of inspiration for couples looking for a muse to foster creativity throughout their wedding

planning process.
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The book is DIVINE! I can tell how thoughtfully curated it is. Each page is delicately crafted and rich

in content. Beautiful and creative and just more than lovely. It is a stunning piece of art. There are

so many images and the content describing and explaining all the details is so wonderful. Every

page that I took in, I imagined even more ideas - and that is exactly what a book like this should do.

I loved that so many different cultures, body types and colors, and aesthetics were highlighted. You

know how sometimes you don't want the movie to end? Yeah...thats what happens at the end of

this book...you're ready to read it just one more time (or three).



The book is filled with some great images and inspiration to help create that perfect atmosphere for

your wedding. I love how they break down each shoot with color theory and how they assembled

the look. I bought 4 copies. Plan on giving them away to some of our clients.

Absolutely fell in love from the cover to the back! The range of events and inspiration presented in

this book was absolutely beautiful and so intriguing to flip through. I loved the range of styles that

these ladies covered and where they found their inspiration from. It not only gives readers a great

starting point when thinking about how to take their event, whether big or small, to the next level, but

it also teaches us how to find the beauty in the things we enjoy the most. Wish I could live in each of

these shoots--they are amazing!

Each page of The White Dress in Color seems more beautiful and inspiring than the last, containing

tips and ideas for modern brides, wedding planners, and event designers alike! From bridal fashion

to florals and table settings, this book offers inspiration for all aspects of a wedding in incredible

detail. Readers follow the authors from Northeast Connecticut to New Orleans and Costa Rica

among other venues as they share the creative process behind these beautiful images, allowing

readers to pick their expert brains along the way!

This book is absolutely a work of art! There were pages I just wanted to rip out and pin on my wall!! I

especially loved the behind the scenes look they offered of each scene. It's a great tool for brides as

they embark on their wedding planning journey, but it's also a must-read for those who don't have a

wedding on the horizon. There's inspiration oozing from every page--it's hard not to want to throw a

super, glamorous party right after reading it!!

This is one of the most beautiful books I've ever seen. I am beyond happy at its quality and

elegance. I not only purchased one for myself but a few more for my friends who are getting married

and my friends in the bridal and event planning industry. I can't wait to gift it to them. I highly

recommend this book to all of those that love fashion, beauty and inspiration.

The White Dress in Color is nothing short of eye candy!!! Just beautiful!! A "must have" resource for

brides and stylists everywhere.

I have a confession to make: I hate weddings. It's true, I do. I don't have any lingering childhood



dreams about my ideal wedding day. The thought of planning such a thing practically makes me

break out in hives. I've been to many weddings and I'm always thrilled to be a part of my friends' big

days, but I don't actually enjoy weddings themselves. I love being a mother too, but that doesn't

mean I enjoyed giving birth.So why am I reviewing a book about wedding dresses? Why did I even

pick it up? Well one thing I do love is pretty dresses. That and gorgeous photography. I'm a sucker

for high-res artsy photos of ladies in fancy dresses with complicated hair. Pinterest is a g.d.

nightmare for me. I could waste hours staring at pictures of elaborate braids and bejewelled gowns

before I emerge in a stupor to wonder where the day went.This book definitely satisfied that second

urge. It's filled with gorgeous--gorgeous--photos of women in fancy gowns with complicated hair. My

favourite! It did stress me out a little because it's very "wedding-y" but I'm assuming that if you're

interested in this book the "weddingy-ness" of it won't bother you.One thing that did surprise me,

though, was the fact that every single dress shown was a very traditional white dress. Every single

one. With a title like "The White Dress in Color" I was honestly expecting that some of these dresses

would be colourful twists on traditional dresses, or that there would at least be some unusual,

modern variations. Not so. Every single wedding dress (and a few of the bridesmaids dresses) is a

traditional white floor-length (or nearly floor-length) gown. Weird.Now if you'll excuse me, I have

some complicated braids to drool at on Pinterest.
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